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Bruce Silverstein is pleased to present a first look at Michael Wolf’s traveling retrospective *Life in Cities* opening at Les Rencontres d’Arles on July 3rd, 2017, on view through August 27, 2017. In a diverse array of photographic projects, from images vividly capturing the crush of the Tokyo subway to portraits of factory workers inside Chinese toy manufacturers, and dizzying architectural landscapes, Wolf’s life’s work explores the density of city life. *Life in Cities* brings these decades of pursuits together in a monumental exhibition at Les Rencontres. The retrospective is accompanied by the monograph, *Michael Wolf Works* which serves as a survey of the artist’s career, examining life in the layered urban landscape, addressing juxtapositions of public and private space, anonymity and individuality, history and modern development. The exhibition will travel to several international institutions including Fotomuseum Den Haag in The Netherlands.
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